
IDEA FOUNDRY

Soap Making and Vacuform Mold Making
 Use our industrial vacuum former to design and create your
own mold and pour a bar of soap with your choice of color,
scent, and decor. Learn about how vac formers are used in
the industrial world to make everything from car seats to
candy and get the science behind soap, an everyday item
that you never knew was so awesome!

Presentations + Tours
Our management team has delivered to audiences such as
TEDx, collegiate classes, and conferences internationally. We
are happy to provide private tours and present on topics like
the maker movement, STEAM, entrepreneurship, local
economy impact, building creative environments and more.

Stained Glass
Create a beautiful work of mini stained glass art using soldering techniques and learning about how glass is cut shaped and formed for

everything from windows to sculpture.

Fire Tiles
Put fire to your creativity and make a ceramic work of art using alcohol inks and our top secret fire tile solution in this station where you literally

set it on fire! Easels for your art can even be customized with your company logo or a personal message. 

Metal Stamping
How much do you love your Poochy? At this station, you can hand stamp a custom dog or cat tag while learning a little about basic jewelry

design. Don’t have a pet? These stamping projects also make excellent Key chains and gifts!

Mixed Media
Use traditional and contemporary methods to craft a work of art from string, wood, paint, nails, paper and what eve else we have on hand. This

is an excellent exercise in exploration and creativity.

Laser Power!
Keychains, coozies, coasters, bottle openers, tumblers and more can all be customized and laser etched for your team. This is a great creative

exercise in design and teaches you about the power of laser technology in industrial or artistic applications. 

Woodturning
We offer a variety of projects such as ornaments, pens, wine stoppers, cocktail muddlers, honey dippers or even magic wands. Get your hands

dirty and make some wood chips in the shop at this maker station that's beginner friendly and yields a beautiful handcrafted result. 

Welding
Partner up or go solo and wield electric metal to make projects like a pony shoe coat hook, votive candle holder, or metal sculpture. 

Woodworking
Break out the woodshop tools and build your own charcuterie board, company sign, beer caddy, photo frame or more. 

Casting
Nothing is more amazing then forming molten metal to your whims and wishes. Metal casting is an excellent option for a custom project thats

long lasting and truly unique.

MAKER  PROGRAMMING

The place to explore your dreams of making

COMBO ACTIVITES

MAKE & TAKE
Engage your guests with hands-on activities that inspire creativity and leave them 

with both an experience to remember and a gift they made themselves. 
Please contact events@ideafoundry.com for pricing.




